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An invited Guest Editorial
JUDr. Jozef Zat’ko, Publisher of Europska Veda, has asked me to prepare and convey a set of guideli-

nes for authors who wish to be successful in preparing and submitting scholarly papers for considerati-
on for publication in world-class, globally scoped academic journals, such as those indexed in Elsevier’s 
Scopus™ and ScienceDirect™ and/or in Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science™ databases. My guidelines 
provided below are intended for relatively junior authors, with limited prior experience in publishing, 
who are preparing their manuscripts in the realm of applied sciences. Some of the issues being raised 
herein are universal and as such they are equally applicable in other scholarly domains as well. I have 
based these guidelines on my 25+ years of experience as an editor-in-chief of a high-ranking interna-
tional research journal in my own academic discipline. The journal has been included for a number of 
years both in Scopus™ and in the Web of Science™, earning their relatively high CiteScore™ and Impact 
Factor™ designations. 

Academics work in an increasingly competitive environment. With many narrowly defi ned scientifi c 
disciplines, the race to the top has become relentless. There are currently over two thousand academic 
journal publishers worldwide, publishing over twenty thousand journals. The total number of refereed 
journal papers now exceeds 1.6 million annually and it is still growing rapidly. The largest numbers of 
such papers originate from the U.S.A., with China closely behind. A growing, and still largely unregu-
lated, market for open-access publications further complicates the publishing environment. Over 90 
percent of academic journal papers ever published will have been published in our professional lifetime. 
Ethical issues in academic publishing abound. 

A successful article should contain the following major components, preferably but not necessarily 
presented in the stated order. 

1. The title:
The title of an article should be as short as possible, but it should refl ect the main issue addressed 
in the paper as well as the paper content. In most cases, the title of the article is decided after the 
entire content of the article has been completed. The wording of the title should avoid uncommon 
acronyms or descriptors confi ning the contents of the paper only to one country or one geographic 
region.

2. The abstract:
The abstract is an advertisement of your paper. It should be written in clear, short sentences which 
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are easy to understand and should accurately refl ect the contents of the paper and its main contribu-
tion to the global body of knowledge. One must avoid unnecessary sentences that belong to the in-
troduction section of the paper. An good abstract should contain only 6 short sentences as follows: 
1) The scientifi c domain and the problem within the domain which is the subject matter of the paper, 
2) The research question to be answered in the paper, 3) The means and methods (scientifi c tools) 
used to obtain the answer to the stated research question, 4) The answer to the research question, 
5) The meaning and importance of the answer and the results obtained, 6) The future research di-
rections based on the results of the completed research reported in this paper. The entire abstract 
should not exceed one-half of a printed page. 

3. The keywords:
Keywords are the labels of your manuscript used in scientifi c databases containing many thousands 
of papers. A correct use of keywords will determine if your article is noticed by potential readers, 
or if it is only glanced over before the reader decides to move on the next article in the database 
without reading yours. Keywords that are generic in nature are always ineff ective. 

4. The introduction:
This section should set the stage for what is presented in the article. One must provide a clear 
description of the problem to be addressed along with detailed explanation of the importance of 
the problem. One should also defi ne the group of stakeholders – the larger the better – for whom 
the stated problem is important. This is followed by the defi nition and detailed description of the 
specifi c research question to be addressed. A detailed justifi cation of the importance of the questi-
on stated is also essential, along with a description of other related questions which are not being 
addressed in your paper. A clear defi nition of the future benefi ciaries of the answer to be obtained 
must also be provided. 

5. The literature review:
One must provide a critical, very brief and comprehensive summary of the most relevant prior re-

search by the author(s) of this paper as well as by other writers worldwide attempting to address the 
same research question or other closely related questions. Such questions may have been addressed 
within the same subject domain, but also in diff erent domains - sometimes in scholarly fi elds unrelated 
to one’s own. All cited publications should be critically reviewed; do not cite publications that you have 
not fully absorbed and have not explained their relevance to the subject matter presented in your pa-
per. Avoid an excessive number of self-citations or citations of publications from the same country or 
from the same geographic region. 

6. The research methodology (your own selection of means and methods/tools employed to answer 
the stated research question):
a. This section contains the detailed description of your approach to obtain the answer to your research 
question. Provide a clear justifi cation of your selection of this approach and briefl y discuss any alternate 
approaches which were also initially considered but ultimately discarded, along with justifi cation of such 
a decision. Do not regurgitate a detailed description of established, well-known analytical tools, procedu-
res or testing methods – it should suffi  ce to cite relevant sources. Your description should be complete, 
i.e. it should be possible for a reader to reproduce the results of your research with the use of the stated 
means and methods used to obtain your research answer. Describe in detail your data formatting and 
other requirements related to the performance of statistical tests and analyses. Avoid procedural short-
cuts which may render your methodology description useless to interested readers. 

7. The research results:
Provide a clear, detailed description of your results obtained by you with the use of the research 
methodology described in item 6 above. Concentrate on the main points and avoid digressing to 
only loosely related or unrelated topics. Your description should be aided by well-formatted and fully 
readable tables and fi gures emphasizing the main points being made. Avoid the inclusion of lettering 
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and labels in a language other than English, as these will be useless for an audience unable to read 
in that language. Provide clear evidence and description of the validation of the obtained results 
by other researchers or in professional practice related to your academic fi eld. Normally, validation 
attempts with the use of computer simulation only based on arbitrarily constructed models will be 
considered insuffi  cient by reviewers assigned to evaluate your paper, as such reviewers often prefer 
the evidence of real-life implementation of your results. 

8. The discussion of research results (discussion of the importance of the answer to the stated rese-
arch question):
This may be the most important section from which the potential reviewers will begin their exami-
nation of your paper. Describe what your results mean and why they are important for the audience/
readers/stakeholders targeted by this paper. Elaborate in detail on the contribution of your results 
to the body of new knowledge in your own scientifi c discipline and beyond. 

9. Conclusions and directions for future research:
This section provides a brief summary of the most important fi ndings produced by the presented re-
search. Describe in detail why this fi nding may be important to a global audience, not merely to your 
national or regional stakeholders. One must also describe the limitations of the results obtained and 
suggestions on how these limitations may be overcome with follow-up research. Additionally, one 
should provide a detailed description of how the results presented will inspire future generations of 
researchers worldwide aspiring to make contributions in the same or related fi elds of academic and 
professional endeavor.

10. The references:
Make sure that all cited items contain complete bibliographic data. Avoid citing an excessive num-

ber of references which may be redundant and references in languages other than English. If one feels 
compelled to cite a non-English language reference, make sure to provide an English translation of the 
title (in parentheses next to the title in the language of the publication). There is a growing trend to 
provide an digital object identifi er (DOI) for each journal paper or conference proceedings article being 
cited that has such an identifi er, an ISBN for each book reference, and a web address with the date of 
last access for all other resources. There is also a diminishing emphasis on a particular format of refe-
rences (as long as the cited items are listed in a consistent manner), as the article typesetting processes 
at the publishers are currently automated and conversions from one referencing format to another are 
straightforward. 

Most high-ranking journal publishers have been quietly removing strict limitations on the number of 
pages or words a paper is allowed to contain due to the fact that most paid subscriptions are currently 
electronic. This removes the burden of the authors to conform to the volume limitations of their articles, 
allowing for a complete presentation of relevant research results. Additionally, datasets used in the conduct 
of the research being presented may be stored in cloud-based repositories accessible by all concerned. 

Owing to the limitations of space, this guest editorial does not touch upon numerous contemporary 
issues related to the publication of papers in scholarly journals. However, I often conduct hands-on, full-
day workshops in academic settings worldwide for aspiring and active academics interested in sharpe-
ning their writing skills and in becoming successful in publishing their papers in top-ranking internatio-
nal scholarly journals. There are ample opportunities to address individual interests and answer specifi c 
questions during such workshops. I hope to see many of the readers of this editorial in a workshop to 
be conducted in the future in a location near you. 

Mirosław J. Skibniewski
10 February 2019

University of Maryland, College Park, USA
https://pm.umd.edu 

http://e-construction.umd.edu
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On behalf of the National Prosecution Academy of Ukraine, I would like to express the words of 
gratitude to the European Institute of Further Education for this opportunity to publish scienti  c 
outcomes of VIII International Scienti  c and Practical Conference “Combating Crimes: Theory and 
Practice” held on 26 October 2018 in the Academy.

The Conference, which brings together national and foreign professionals in crime counteraction, 
has become a tradition.

The Conference was organized jointly by the Academy and the Prosecutor General’s O   ce of 
Ukraine, Academician V.V. Stashis Scienti  c-Research Institute for the Study of Crime Problems of the 
National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine, the European Union Advisory Mission to Ukraine, and 
the Council of Europe O   ce in Ukraine. 

The event aimed at joining e  orts of scientists and practitioners to  nd a solution to crime 
counteraction, as well as to elaborate vital recommendations on improvement of criminal, criminal 
executive, and criminal procedure legislation.

I would like to mention with a great pleasure that the pool of participants is constantly widening. 
The event was attended by representatives of state authorities, international organizations, 
prosecutorial self-governance, National Police, the State Security Service of Ukraine, the Ministry of 
Justice of Ukraine, the National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine, educational and scienti  c 
establishments, as well as well-known academicians and practitioners.

I hope the collaboration in the crime counteraction of the above-mentioned institutions will become 
fruitful and strong as the state is always taking care of crime counteraction matters, and, in respect of 
social, political and economic situation, this problem requires deliberate discussions and immediate 
actions.

Loshytskyi Mykhailo 
Doctor of Law, Professor,

Honored Worker of Science and Technique of Ukraine,
Rector of the National Prosecution Academy of Ukraine

Welcoming Address
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At the Conference, a number of issues was of a particular interest, e.g. current state of crime 
counteraction and challenges of its legal framework, protection of interests of a person, the society 
and the state in criminal proceedings, improvement of procedure to execute and serve a sentence.

The participants elaborated proposals to strengthen the crime counteraction mechanism, as the 
most important task of the state policy in crime counteraction sphere is the search of new ways to 
study this negative social phenomenon and implementation of measures to stop its dissemination. The 
event provided a forum to discuss the theoretical and practical problems. The Conference resulted in 
proposals to implement crime counteraction measures in the following spheres:

 criminal;
 criminological framework of crime counteraction;
 criminal procedure.

Moreover, the scienti  c position concerning the improvement of crime counteraction organization 
was highlighted.

The  nal proposals were sent to:
– the Committee of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Legislative Support of Law Enforcement; the

Committee of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Corruption Prevention and Counteraction – to take 
into account in drafting bills;

– the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine – to use in drafting state concepts, programs, plans on crime
counteraction;

– the Prosecutor General’s O   ce of Ukraine, the Ministry of Internal A  airs of Ukraine – to use in
implementing crime counteraction measures.

I wish you success and hope for the further fruitful cooperation! 
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